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Abstract—Partitioned-block frequency-domain adaptive filters
provide lower algorithmic complexity than their time-domain
counterparts. However, for certain applications, it is desirable to
reduce complexity even further. This can be achieved by reducing
the complexity of the constraint, or linearization, of the circular
correlations. Existing methods are either suboptimal or are not
sufficiently flexible in terms of the design parameters. Therefore,
an alternative complexity reduction method is proposed, which
achieves near-optimal performance and which, in addition, is flexible in terms of the design parameters, as these can be arbitrarily
chosen.
Index Terms—Acoustic echo cancellation, frequency-domain
adaptive filters, system identification, time-frequency analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N hands-free communication scenarios, the far-end signal
played by a loudspeaker is propagated through the nearend room and acquired by a microphone. As a consequence,
the microphone signal not only contains the desired near-end
speech and background noise but also acoustic echo. The most
commonly used technique to cope with electro-acoustic coupling is acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) [1], [2]. Acoustic
echo cancellers use adaptive filtering algorithms [3], [4] to identify the acoustic echo path, which is necessary to estimate the
acoustic echo signal. The estimated echo is then subtracted
from the microphone signal prior to transmission.
Frequency-domain adaptive filters (FDAFs) are algorithmically less complex than their time-domain counterparts. This
is a consequence of performing convolutions in the frequency
domain, which are equivalent to circular convolutions in the
time domain. However, the complexity reduction comes at the
cost of higher algorithmic delay. In order to reduce the delay,
the partitioned-block FDAF (PB-FDAF) was introduced in [5].
For some applications, it is desirable to further reduce the
complexity. This can be achieved by reducing the complexity
of the constraint, or linearization, of the circular convolutions,
which, given a PB-FDAF, has to be performed once per block
for each frame. In the past, several methods were proposed
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to reduce the complexity of the constraining operation [6]–
[11]. In [6], the unconstrained frequency-domain least mean
squares (UFLMS) algorithm was proposed, which omits the
constraining operation altogether. The UFLMS was extended
to a PB-based architecture in [7], in which the alternative
unconstrained gradient update method was proposed. The constraining method described in [7] applies a constraint to only
one block each frame, while the alternated constrained (AC)
gradient update method described in [9] also eliminates the
accumulated wrap-around errors between constraints. Finally,
the modified alternated constrained (MAC) gradient update
method proposed in [10] uses a modified constraining window
to reject part of the wrap-around errors. The raised-sine window used in [10] also modifies the linear components, which
are compensated afterwards. In this letter, we propose a generalization of the AC gradient update method described in [9].
The proposed method uses a modified constraining window as
in [10]. However, in contrast to [10], the proposed method not
only eliminates the wrap-around errors completely, but also perfectly corrects the modified linear components. Additionally,
the proposed method allows the use of an arbitrary constraining
window approximation as well as an arbitrary frame overlap.

II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In a loudspeaker-enclosure-microphone environment, the
microphone signal at discrete time index n is defined as
y(n) = x(n) ∗ h(n) + s(n) + u(n),

(1)

where x(n) denotes the loudspeaker signal, s(n) is the near-end
speech, u(n) is the background noise, and h(n) is the acoustic
echo path. In the following, it is assumed that h(n) can be modeled by a finite impulse response (FIR) filter of length L. The
adaptive filters in AEC are driven by the error signal, which is
the output of the echo canceller, given by
e(n) = y(n) − x(n) ∗ ĥ(n),

(2)

where ĥ(n) denotes the estimated echo path. In order to obtain a
PB formulation of (2), the acoustic echo path is partitioned into
B blocks of length N = L/B. The problem is formulated
using the overlap-save method as described in [3]. Thus, the bth
partition of h(n) and x(n) are
hb (l) = [hl (bN ), . . . , hl (bN + N − 1)]T

(3)

and xb (l) = [x(lR − bN − M + 1), . . . , x(lR − bN )] , (4)
T

where the frame index is denoted by l, M ≥ N is the input signal frame length, and R is the frame shift. In the time-frequency
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domain, (3) and (4) take the form


hb (l)
and Xb (l) = diag{Fxb (l)},
Hb (l) = F
0V ×1

(5)

respectively. In (5), V = M − N is the length of the zero
padding and F is the M × M discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
matrix,
√ whose elements are F(p, q) = exp(−j2πpq/M ), with
j = −1. Moreover, the frequency index is omitted for brevity,
matrices are denoted by A, A = diag{A} generates a column
vector with the main diagonal elements of A, and diag{A}
generates a diagonal matrix with the elements of A on its
main diagonal. The adaptive filters complexity is reduced by
performing the convolutions in the DFT domain
DFT

Xb (l)Hb (l) ←→ xb (l) M hb (l),

(6)

where M denotes circular convolution of length M , following
the notation in [12]. The circular convolution is defined by
xb (l) M hb (l) =

M
−1


(7)

n=0

where ((·))M denotes the modulo-M operator. In (7), only
the last M − N + 1 coefficients coincide with the linear convolution, while the first N − 1 taps are the result of the
wrap-around. As described in [3] and [12], the latter have to
be removed to assure the best possible performance of the adaptive algorithm. In the following, the signal partitions are defined
to be of length V samples. Consequently, the error signal in the
time domain, using a PB-based formulation and compact matrix
notation, is




B−1

0N ×1
−1
 b (l) , (8)
Xb (l)H
Y(l) −
= diag{w}F
e(l)
b=0

where Y(l) = F[01×N , yT (l)]T is the microphone signal in the
frequency domain and w = [01×N , 11×V ] is the convolutionconstraining window that selects the linear components.
Analogous to (3) and (4), we define
z(l) = [z(lR − V + 1), . . . , z(lR)]T , with z ∈ {e, y},
where V ≥ R, which provides the relation between the partition length, N , and the frame shift, R. Finally, the error signal
in the frequency domain is E(l) = F[01×N , eT (l)]T . A generalized expression for the update of the bth filter partition estimate
using a PB-FDAF is
(9)

 b (l)
ΔH

where the step-size matrix Mb (l) depends on the employed
adaptive algorithm and the superscript (·)H denotes Hermitian
 b (l), is obtained by
transpose. In (9), the gradient update, ΔH
performing a correlation in the DFT domain and the constraining matrix for a circular correlation, denoted as G, is
G = F diag{g}F−1 ,

(10)

where g = [11×N , 01×V ] is the time-domain correlationconstraining window. It must be emphasized that if G is not
modified, (9) is equivalent to
 b (l) .
 b (l) + ΔH
 b (l + 1) = G H
H

It must be noted that (9) removes the wrap-around errors before
adaptation, while (11) copes with them after adaptation.
In practice, an implementation with fast Fourier transforms
(FFTs) and windowing in the time domain is preferred to computationally expensive M × M matrix multiplications. This
implies performing two FFTs per frame and per block to obtain
the filter coefficients in (9). Hereafter, it is possible to further
reduce the complexity by avoiding the frequency transforms
and approximating the gradient-constraining operation in the
frequency domain. In the next section, some of the previously
proposed complexity reduction methods are described.
III. P REVIOUSLY P ROPOSED C ONSTRAINING M ETHODS
The aim of the complexity reduction methods is to avoid two
FFTs per block and, consequently, reduce the total algorithmic complexity. The unconstrained (UC) gradient update, as
proposed in [6], omits the constraining operation altogether
 b (l + 1) = H
 b (l) + G ΔH
 b (l),
H
uc

xb (((l − n))M )hb (n),

 b (l + 1) = H
 b (l) + G M (l)XH (l)E(l),
H
b
 b
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(11)

(12)

where Guc = I is the M × M identity matrix. This produces
the so-called wrap-around error [13], which increases with
decreasing DFT length. Therefore, the error caused by omitting the constraining operation may be non-negligible in case
of the PB-based implementation. In the following, two methods are described that reduce the computational complexity of
a PB-FDAF algorithm while maintaining high performance.
A. Alternated Constrained Gradient Update
In [7], it is proposed to reduce the complexity by constraining
only one block per frame using (9). In contrast, the AC gradient
update proposed in [9] uses (11) instead, which eliminates the
accumulated wrap-around errors. In [9], the filter partitions are
adapted using (12). Afterwards, every P frames, one block is
corrected, i.e.,
 c (l + 1) = GH
 c (l + 1),
H

(13)

where the index c = ((l/P ))B if l/P ∈ N0 . Hereafter, the
frame interval between constraints P can be enlarged to further reduce the complexity [9], [10]. Yet, for long intervals, the
performance of the adaptive algorithm deteriorates due to accumulated wrap-around errors between corrections in the filter
updates.
B. Modified Alternated Constrained Gradient Update
The MAC gradient update method proposed in [10] uses a
simplified correlation-constraining matrix to reduce the wraparound errors. It was shown in [8] for M = 2N that if N is
large enough, all except the first pair of off-diagonals of G can
be neglected. The approximation of G in [10], denoted as Gs ,
is designed based on these findings, with the requirement that
gs = diag{F−1 Gs F} has to be non-negative. This results in a
raised-sine window in the frequency domain, whose elements
are
⎧

⎨−j/4, k = ((k − 1))M


Gs (k, k ) = 1/2,
,
(14)
k=k
⎩
j/4,
k = ((k  + 1))M
where k and k  denote the discrete frequency indices. This window is able to reduce the wrap-around errors, but the linear
components are also modified and have to be corrected.
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Method 1. MAC gradient update method

Method 2. EAC gradient update method

1: for b = 0 : B − 1 do
 b (l) + G ΔH
 b (l)
 b (l + 1) = H
2: H
s
3: if l/P ∈ N0 then c = ((l/P ))B then
 c (l + 1)
 w (l + 1) = (I − G)H
4: H
c


 w (l + 1)
5: Hc+1 (l + 1) = Hc+1 (l + 1) + JHan H
c
 c−1 (l + 1) + J(I − H )H
 w (l + 1)
 c−1 (l + 1) = H
6: H
c
an
 c (l + 1) = GH
 c (l + 1)
7: H

1: for b = 0 : B − 1 do
 b (l) + G ΔH
 b (l)
 b (l + 1) = H
2: H
arb

 b (l)
3: Λb = Λb + ΔHb (l) − Garb ΔH
0
4: if l/P ∈ N then c = ((l/P ))B then
 c (l + 1) = G H
 c (l + 1) + Λc
5: H
6: Λc = 0

The MAC method is summarized in Method 1, where J is
a diagonal translation matrix, with J(k, k) = (−1)k , and Han
is the frequency-domain Hann window, both as defined in [10].
In the correction step, first the linear elements of the previous
and subsequent blocks are compensated, and finally the wraparound error of one block is deleted. It must be noted that,
for the compensation, the wrap-around error is used and the
first and last blocks are not completely compensated. Due to
the window selection, for both adaptation and correction, this
method is only valid for N = M/2.

enhance the adaptation process and the cumulative difference
of every block, Λb , is updated. Afterwards, every P frames,
the unconstrained filter update of block c, c = ((l/P ))B , is
reconstructed using Λc , prior to eliminating the wrap-around
errors. Consequently, every block is corrected perfectly, as the
correction of the linear components is performed using only
the cumulative difference of the block to be corrected. Further,
neither the approximation of the constraining window nor the
frame overlap are specified, as they can be arbitrarily chosen.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

IV. A LTERNATIVE C OMPLEXITY R EDUCTION M ETHOD
Inspired by the AC gradient update in [9], an alternative
constraining method is proposed that uses a better conditioned
window, as in [10], to enhance the block filter updates. The goal
is to generalize the AC method to use an arbitrary approximation of the constraining window and a flexible frame overlap.
The proposed method, denoted as the enhanced alternated constrained (EAC) gradient update, is also performed in two steps:
i) adaptation and ii) correction.
If an arbitrary constraining window Garb is applied during
adaptation, the corrected filter update (13) is defined by
 c (l) .
 c (l) + G ΔH
 c (l + 1) = G H
H
arb

(15)

Thus, the linear components have to be compensated prior to
correction. As the correction step is applied every P frames to
one block, the right hand-side of (15) is equivalent to


P
B−1


G ΔHc (l − p) ,
(16)
G Hc (l − P B + 1) +
arb

p=0

which can also be written as


P
B−1
 c (l − P B + 1) +
 c (l − p) − Λc ,
ΔH
G H
p=0

where the subscript c denotes the block to be corrected and
Λc =

P
B−1

 c (l − p) − G ΔH
 c (l − p)
ΔH
arb

(17)

p=0

is the cumulative difference between the windowed and the UC
gradient updates of the cth block. Finally, the correction step of
the proposed method is summarized by
 c (l) + Λc ,
 c (l) + G ΔH
 c (l + 1) = G H
H
arb

(18)

which is equivalent to (13) if Garb = I.
The proposed method is outlined in Method 2. First, a better
suited constraining window in the frequency domain is used to

The simulation set-up was designed as follows. A room
impulse response (RIR) of length L = 2048 taps was generated using the image method [14], for a room of 5 × 4 ×
3 m3 (width × length × height) with a reverberation time T60
of 350 ms at a sampling frequency of 16 kHz. The distance
between loudspeaker and microphone m was set to 1 m. A
DFT length M of 512 points was used. Two partition lengths
were tested, namely N = M/2 and N = 3M/4, both with a
frame shift of R = V , which corresponds to a frame overlap of 50% and 75%, respectively. The PB frequency-domain
normalized least mean squares (NLMS) algorithm [10], i.e.,
−1 H
 b (l + 1) = H
 b (l) + μG S

H
Xb (l)E(l)
arb b (l)

(19)

was used for the evaluation, where μ is the adaptation step size
and Ŝb (l) is a diagonal matrix that is recursively estimated by
 (l − 1) + (1 − β)X (l)XH (l)/M,
 (l) = β S
S
b
b
b
b

(20)

where β is the forgetting factor. The simulations were run with
β = 0.9 and μ = 0.06/L. For 50% overlap, Garb = Gs was
used, while for 75% overlap, G75 was used. The latter was
designed analogously to Gs in [10] but for N = 3M/4. Hence,
all but the main- and two first off-diagonals of G can be and,
thus, are neglected. Further, g75 = diag{F−1 G75 F} ≥ 01×M
was required as for gs . The performance was measured using
the normalized mean-square error (NMSE), given by
NMSE(l) = 10 log10 ||e(l)||22 /||d(l)||22 ,

(21)

where || · ||2 denotes the l2 -norm and d(l) is the true echo signal vector. For the performance analysis, unit-variance white
Gaussian noise and speech were used as excitation signals and
the obtained results were averaged over 100 trials. Moreover,
white Gaussian noise was added to the microphone signal to
obtain a segmental echo-to-noise ratio (segENR) of 40 dB.
Thus, the lower bound for the achievable NMSE is approximately −40 dB. For the comparison of the gradient update
methods, a frame interval between corrections of P = 10 was
used for 50% overlap and P = 20 was used for 75% overlap.
In Fig. 1(a) and (b), a performance comparison of the gradient update methods with 50% frame overlap is depicted for
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TABLE I
C OMPLEXITY P ER B LOCK OF THE G RADIENT U PDATE

Fig. 1. Performance comparison of the gradient update methods for 50% overlap with (a) noise and (b) speech input, and for 75% overlap with (c) noise and
(d) speech input.

Fig. 2. ΔNMSE(l, P ) for (a) 50% and (b) 75% overlap.

noise and speech as input signals. The NMSE curves corresponding to the latter were smoothed over time for better clarity.
It can be observed that the slowest convergence is provided by
the UC update, followed by the AC update. Moreover, if noise
is used as input signal, the NMSE curve corresponding to the
AC update presents a staircase-like structure. For both signals,
the MAC and the EAC updates perform similarly and nearly as
well as the optimal fully constrained (FC) update.
In order to demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed EAC
update, a comparison with a frame overlap of 75% is depicted in
Fig. 1(c) and (d). The MAC update is not included in this comparison as it is not defined for N = M/2. It can be observed
that, for both signals, the EAC update outperforms the UC
update and performs better than the AC update. Moreover, its
performance is nearly optimal.
In Fig. 2, the difference between the NMSE curves of the
optimal FC and the EAC updates, ΔNMSE(l) = NMSEFC (l) −
NMSEEAC (l), is depicted for different values of P . It can be
observed that by decreasing P , the performance improves significantly. Fig. 2(a) shows that the EAC update already achieved
near-optimal performance for P = 6.

VI. C OMPLEXITY A NALYSIS
The aim of the proposed update method is to enhance
the performance of PB-FDAF algorithms, while keeping the
complexity as low as possible. For the complexity analysis
the number of basic operations are used, i.e., additions and
multiplications. The complexity per frame of a PB-FDAF is
C(GU) ≈ 3O(FFT) + BO(C×) + BO(GU),

(22)

Fig. 3. Complexity reduction per frame as a function of P , for different values
of M and Garb .

where O(GU) denotes the complexity per block of the gradient update, O(FFT) ≈ 2M log2 (M ) − 4M is the complexity
of a FFT, and O(C×) ≈ 6M is the complexity of a complex
multiplication of length M (see [10] and references therein).
In Table I, the complexity per block of each of the methods is provided, where, as in [10], the complexity derived
from the correction of the linear components is neglected.
Further, O(ωuc ), O(ωs ), and O(ωarb ) denote the algorithmic
complexity of applying Guc , Gs , and Garb , respectively. It can
be observed that the complexity of the EAC gradient update
O(EAC) strongly depends on Garb . So that, the lower bound of
O(EAC) is given by the complexity of the AC gradient update,
while its upper bound is given by the complexity of the FC gradient update. Moreover, if (14) is used, the EAC and the MAC
gradient updates are equally complex.
The complexity reduction per frame obtained by the EAC
gradient update w.r.t. the FC gradient update is given by the
ratio Φ = C(EAC)/C(FC). This ratio is depicted in Fig. 3 as
a function of P , for different DFT lengths and constraining
matrix approximations. The complexity of applying Guc is
O(ωuc ) = 0, while, if an efficient implementation is used as
in [10], O(ωs ) = 3M and O(ω75 ) = 7M . Considering Fig. 3
and the simulation set-up in Section V, one can conclude that
the performance of the EAC gradient update in Fig. 1(a) and
(b) was obtained at the cost of Φ ≈ 0.46 times the complexity
of the FC gradient update, and in Fig. 1(c) and (d) of Φ ≈ 0.54.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an alternative to existing complexity
reduction methods for PB-FDAF algorithms. As a basis for the
derivation of the proposed method, an overview of previously
proposed methods was provided. The proposed method can be
regarded as a generalization of the AC gradient update method,
with the advantage that the constraining window can be arbitrarily approximated. It was demonstrated that for a fixed DFT
length, the proposed method is flexible in terms of the block
partition length, and consequently of the frame overlap. Finally,
it was shown that the proposed method is able to reduce the
complexity by more than 40% with respect to the FC method
and still achieve near-optimal performance.
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